Comparison of the effects of calcium concentration on mu and kappa agonist actions in the guinea pig ileum.
The effect of calcium on responses to selective mu (fentanyl and DAGO) and selective kappa agonists was investigated on guinea pig ileum. The dose-response curves were shifted to the right in a non-parallel fashion with increasing calcium concentration (0.9-3.6 mM). However U50488 was shifted more than either fentanyl or DAGO. Both fentanyl and U50488 could not produce 100% inhibition of twitch in 3.6 mM calcium. It is concluded that the efficacy of the agonists changes with calcium concentration and that the kappa agonist U50488 is affected more than the mu agonists because kappa receptor activation directly inhibits calcium entry whereas mu receptors inhibit calcium by increasing potassium conductance.